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Retailing Africa

They have been running for over 40 years with the principles of
quality, efficiency, performance, reliability and durability.

Staycold International is a headline sponsor on RetailingAfrica.com
and with Retailing Africa, published a series of thought leadership
articles on the refrigeration industry in South Africa and Africa in
2021/22. These articles have been collated into this ebook as a
resource for the retailing sector; and to contribute to industry IP.

This ebook is available free of charge for download from the
LIBRARY on RetailingAfrica.com.

Introduction

Staycold International is a South African refrigeration company
which manufactures self-contained commercial fridges and
freezers for South Africa, Africa and other continents, from their
factory in Parys, South Africa. Their business began in 1979 in
Parys, where their home base factory is still located; and where
they manufacture units primarily for the beverage and hospitality
industries.

SUBSCRIBE to the
RetailingAfrica.com Newsletter for

all the latest Retail Reports
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What is the impact of my
refrigeration on the environment?

Historically, very few of us really gave thought to demand for energy,
how we apply that energy and the impact of that demand on the
environment. It was a topic featured at high level international
conferences which we did not really pay attention to or relate to. Today it
is a fact that supermarkets are the biggest source of energy demand,
accounting for 60% of a store’s energy use. Energy demand translates
into electricity use.

Producing and using electricity more efficiently, reduces both the
amount of fuel needed to generate electricity and the amount of
greenhouse gases and other air pollution emitted as a result. It is thus
the responsibility of refrigeration manufactures, or any manufacturer for
that matter, to understand and assist with reducing the impact. Yes, we
have many challenges on all fronts now, but this particular challenge is
different. Longer term climate change threatens our very existence, so
we need to act on it now.

Let’s take a step back and understand global warming. Over billions of
years, the earth’s temperature changed through periods of hot and cold
cycles and it has been able to naturally, and brilliantly, regulate these
cycles. However, since the industrial revolution in the 19th century,
scientists have been able to show that its current path of warming has
been unnaturally accelerated due to the chemicals and pollutants that
us humans have put into the atmosphere as we developed.

As the dangers of human activities and their impact on our planet
became recognised, governments met to implement interventions that
try to limit or stop this damage. One such example being the signing of
the Montreal Protocol at the UN in 1987 which undertook to eliminate
the use of ozone depleting substances (one example being CFC’s that
were used in aerosols and refrigeration at the time). 
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This action and the success of the Montreal Protocol has been hailed as
an example of exceptional international cooperation, with the former UN
secretary general and Africa’s own Kofi Annan describing it as “perhaps
the single most successful international agreement to date”.

The Race to Net Zero

This began after a meeting of the UN in Paris in 2015 which set to tackle
the broader subject of Climate Change with a long-term goal of
reducing global warming back to a rate near to pre-industrial levels. One
of the largest contributors to global warming is the emission of
greenhouse gasses of which Carbon Dioxide and Methane make up
90%. These gasses act like a blanket around the planet, raising its
temperature artificially. Through technological interventions,
developments and the use of more sustainable energy sources, The
Race to Net Zero believes we get to a point where our net contribution
of these gasses into the atmosphere is zero, giving our planet the
chance to heal in its own unique and wonderful way.

Fortunately, mother nature is already here to help and things like plants
and trees are capturing the carbon and processing it for us, but they are
being overloaded as well as being destroyed at an alarming rate. The
Race to Net Zero is not a race that one individual or country can win; but
is something that will take a collective effort by humanity as a whole.
The prize will not be awarded in a box with ribbons, but rather the
comfort that we will be able to continue living on this planet.

Manufacturers then also have a role to play in this Race to Net Zero, by
making use of the latest technologies and innovations – to ensure that
units are built and manufactured using materials that don’t contribute
to global warming, such as low Global Warming Potential (GWP)
refrigerants and insulation materials. Currently in refrigeration, this is
Hydrocarbon refrigerant (R290), a net-zero compatible alternative to
HFC-based systems. Increasing the energy efficiency of units is critical
by using green insulation materials and components such as Low-E
glass, Digital Energy Management devices and High Efficiency fans and
compressors. So, ensure your suppliers/manufacturers and the
refrigeration units supplied to you in trade marketing, have joined the
Pathway to Net Zero, as your stores are having an impact on the
environment.
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Where best to place refrigeration
assets

More cooling – you can do more cooling using a remote system.
More variety – the complexity of remote systems allows for a variety of different
temperatures needed by different foods.
Versatility – system can facilitate a variety of HVAC & R functions for the store.
Quite – less noise in store as well as no additional heat load to the store
environment.
Customisation – diversity means that the sum of installed refrigerant capacity is
less than the load of each cabinet combined.

With the cost of refrigeration for retailers being substantial in terms of
the OPEX costs and CAPEX costs, placing it instore for maximum
exposure becomes important. Here are some considerations to factor in
when planning your store layout. The first is to decide what type of
refrigeration you require. These fall into two categories, i.e., remote
cabinets and self-contained cabinets. Both have pros and cons and
ultimately the right combination in your store can yield more
profitability in terms of increasing your sales and decreasing your costs,
if placed correctly.

To define these terms for clarity, remote cabinets are typically larger
systems where the condensers and compressors are located at some
distance from the cabinets themselves. For example, the isles of frozen
food sections in supermarkets. These are built into the store and
become permanent fittings with pipes circulating refrigerant through
long lines. Self-contained cabinets on the other hand feature a system
that is one integrated unit, i.e., plug and play. These are then able to be
moved around.

Remote cabinets

Pros
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Permanent feature – you are then not able to move these around to suit
changing needs.
Greater risk – if the system goes down it can affect the entire cold chain in
store.
Costly – the capital investment is large as this is driven by one system, so
also costs to maintain by specialist providers.
Specialist technical personnel – requires a more specialised skill set to
maintain it, i.e., engineers as opposed to technicians.
Leaks – leaks can lead to complete system downtime and massive amounts
of lost refrigerant amounting to tens of thousands of rands.

Ease – units are plug and play, so easy to plug in and then after a few hours
can refrigerate.
Flexibility – in terms of position, massive flexibility as can easily move to
where needed.
Scope – scope for expansion is easier as you can invest in cabinets as
needed.
Less risk – only one cabinet goes down in case of failure – not the entire
store.
Only small amounts of refrigerant get lost in case of a leak.
Environmentally friendly refrigerant such as R290 are more cost effective in
self-contained units.

Heat Load – due to the units being self-contained, they do contribute a heat
load to a store when running.
Capacity – where a remote unit can focus on display within its footprint, a
self-contained unit has to sacrifice some of its footprint to the condensing
unit. This usually means a reduction in either visible display area or internal
volume.
Energy intensive – not necessarily the case but normally in like for like
comparisons. If there is a large refrigeration requirement, self-contained
units can be more energy intensive to run compared to a remote / plant-
based system.
Noise – self-contained units can be noisier due to the compressor and
condenser fans being in the unit / store.

Cons

Self-contained cabinets

Pros

Cons

When considering these pros and cons, note can be taken that at a point in
terms of the size of the store, it becomes more cost and energy effective to
switch from primarily self-contained cabinets to remote units. In any retail
space, deciding on the right combination between the two becomes critical,
with often a marriage of the two to suit the retail space being the normal
practice. Secondly, the decision is around where to place the combination of
the units in store. 
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External heat loads – i.e., the bakery department should not be close
to refrigeration cabinets.
Cold – you don’t want to make the environment too cold for
shoppers.
Open cases are sensitive to drafts and should not be placed close to
entrances or drafty areas such as air conditioning vents.
Power capabilities – the stores back of house and front of house
should be well configured in terms of power. You don’t, for example,
want extension cables running to power outlets.
Drainage – remote cabinets may require plumbing for drainage.
Space – where to place the remote condensing systems (e.g. on the
malls roof etc).
High traffic versus static areas – dependent on the expectant
behaviour of your customers at certain points where units are to be
placed, consideration should be given to whether a hinge door unit
(door opens in the aisle – decide on hinge point, i.e., open to left or
right or vice versa); or a sliding door unit (no intrusion into the aisle),
is the best choice.
Branding – decisions to make with regards the branding
requirements of products inside the cabinets. Self-contained units
give more scope for branding for example on the header panels. This
can suit impulse purchases and drive more sales.
Avoid the temptation to merchandise in front of condenser intake on
self-contained units.

Specialist companies such as refrigeration contractors should be
consulted, to give you direction and guidance. Factors that will be
considered are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

The store layout or changes to the store layout, requires maximum
planning for the best / maximum exposure to ensure ongoing
profitability.
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Hope rests with AfCFTA to
reduce trade duties

The Africa Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) is designed to open up
borders, and facilitate and boost internal trade within Africa. Once fully
implemented, AfCFTA will be the largest economic trading block in the
world. Right now, its potential impact is being studied by all industries.
Staycold International MD, Lena le Roux, chats to Retailing Africa
about the needs of the refrigeration industry in Africa with the opening
up of trade on the continent.

What is the status of the refrigeration industry in Africa?

In Africa refrigeration is a luxury. The markets still want it, despite the
fact that electricity is so expensive and often disrupted. The desire is
still there. Our product is liked because it cannot rust; cannot sweat;
will keep the temperature; is made of robust components built for
Africa; and that the compressor won’t fall off its base. They know it is a
solution, but they can’t afford it because of trade duties. I get frustrated
with all these grand treaties and agreements. If AfCFTA works, it will
solve the problems, but I’m sceptical… is it executable, is it sustainable,
is it really going to be the answer?

How could AfCFTA create positive impact?

What struck me about this agreement and what resonates with me, is
that only Africa can solve Africa’s problems. Through our business, I
have visited Kenya, Tanzania, Nigeria, Ghana, Botswana, Namibia, etc;
and one universal issue that stands out, is how many misconceptions
there are of the continent. People living outside of Africa have no
reference of its resilience. 
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When you visit the bottlers in Europe, their teams have no reference
for the challenges and conditions on the ground. They are trying to find
solutions to problems they do not understand; and they don’t want to
listen. There is opportunity to be had, but the arrogance of the West
does not see it. When I first visited Kenya, my observation was that
Africa does not have an identity crisis. Africa knows who she is. It is the
first world countries in the West who are still trying to figure out who
they are. Africa knows.

Describe the challenges you see?

What is holding us back is our lack of cooperation on the continent.
AfCFTA is a great undertaking. But it is high level. Who will apply the
rule? We get the SADC certificates, but then still get stuck at customs
which doesn’t care about our certificate or the customer which doesn’t
get delivery. And there is no way to resolve it; no one to ask. Trade
should be a priority, but it isn’t. It boils down to job creation, to
employment, but it falls flat on the basic principles. We get the
philosophy right, but we get the fundamentals wrong. To facilitate
trade, there needs to be commitment, most of all. The problem is that
the people who started this process are not the ones who see it
implemented.

What would you like to see transpire?

It is a massive challenge to be competitive when import duties are
being implemented at 40% to 70% across Africa. How do I compete
with Asian and Eastern imports that are not as robust; not fit for
purpose; that will not give you the benefit you pay for? We have a
superior product, we know that; and we focus on sustainability, we
support our communities. It kills my industry to face duties of 47% as it
makes it unsustainable to compete. We lost business from one of the
biggest bottlers in Nigeria because they did not realise that they had to
budget for 47% import duties.

What is the solution you envisage?

The solution is to be competitive – and that is Africa’s problem. There is
a lot to understand on the ground. Europe cannot understand the
market on the ground. In Tanzania, they do not use fridges and do not
drink cold beers, soft drinks or water. Because it is so hot there, their
culture says that if you drink cold drinks, you sweat too much and
dehydrate. Then how do you sell cold beer? 
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It is little things like that which make a huge impact on approaching a
customer and pitching your product. In Kenya, they took me to a shop
with one of my beverage units and the shop owner told me it was
great for keeping his meat cold, and asked me to drill holes in it for a
broomstick to hang his pigs from at night. All coolers are used for
everything. So, the next time we design a cooler, we need to consider
what happens if the shelves are taken out for something else, and it is
not only used for beverages. It’s the brand exposure, not the
application. If pigs are hung in my beverage cooler at night, then that is
what is needed.

How is your business innovative?

That relationship with our customers. That need to understand our
customer’s requirements at grassroots level and coming up with
practical solutions. The practicality of having a little spaza shop with a
roof covered with sunshade at night – you don’t need a stainless steel
food-grade unit; you need something that will keep cold, be easily
serviced, can fit in your small space and keep cold over periods without
electricity. That is all you need. It is that understanding and how we can
apply it practically, that can solve customer challenges.

What do you hope will happen with AfCFTA?

I sincerely hope that AfCFTA is successful. The intent is right. I hope it
plays out to be the solution we all hope it will be. There is massive
opportunity for trade in Africa. You will not find the resilience here
anywhere else in the world. Africa deserves to be successful. We have
insurmountable problems, but Ethiopia and Egypt are the two fastest
growing economies in Africa, and if they can do it after being flattened
by war in recent times, we all can. Just give us our Africa passport to
ease trade and enable travel quicker, and with shorter turnaround
times. It just makes sense.
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Cost saving digital solutions for
refrigeration units

Staycold International have just introduced their latest technology
development that allows their customers to monitor, track and interact
with their refrigeration assets remotely. This is through a collaboration
with Digital Twin and their recently developed Marconi device.

Lena le Roux, Staycold’s managing director is upbeat about the new
solution on offer and commented, “This is a great addition, especially
for our corporate and bottler clients, to manage their assets more
effectively and easily, by a simple click of a button.” Digital Twin’s MD
Richard Creighton commented: “We are proud to offer this affordable
and complete IoT solution that is reverse compatible with any recently
manufactured (since 2014) Staycold unit as well as new units. It is a
simple plug and play connection and the data costs are fixed, no
matter where the units are globally. This is the next level for clients to
view their Staycold differently.”

We asked Sebastian Hills, Staycold Sales Director, to elaborate further
on this innovative collaboration:

How does it work?

The Marconi enables full virtual visibility of an asset, allowing for better
asset management and maintenance of units, as well as the added
benefit of being an innovative sales driver. This will help clients,
especially those with a large fleet of assets in multiple locations, have
the ability to proactively manage their fleet of units and ultimately
bring the total cost of ownership (TCO) down.
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What does this innovation mean to Staycold?

The key driver here for Staycold is that we have been able to – through
our refrigeration knowledge and extensive market research regarding
IoT solutions – offer our customers a solution that is the most
affordable and practical way of unlocking the benefits of IoT and cloud-
based monitoring services with our units. We believe in assisting our
customers with not only products, but also solutions to their needs. The
asset management/utilisation solutions and savings that IoT offers up
over the course of a unit’s lifespan; with our products’ reputation for
performance, durability, reliability and efficiency (all of which are
measurable with the help of IoT), is a real step forward in the sector if
used effectively. More importantly, something that we want to make
our customers aware of too, is that the operational costs of a cooler are
often overlooked, compared to the scrutiny which is given to the
CAPEX cost.

Why the collaboration?

Staycold were motivated to collaborate with Digital Twin, as they are
also a South African company. This is aligned to their buy local mindset
to help boost the South Africa economy during these times. Staycold
has been manufacturing self-contained commercial fridges and
freezers from their factory in Parys, in South Africa for 40 years. They
pride themselves in making reliable, durable energy efficient fridges
and freezers which are more cost-effective over the unit’s lifetime.

How significant is this collaboration?

We singled out Digital Twin because of their dynamism and capability
in the IoT space, as well as their flexibility and enthusiasm for our
product. Through our joint learnings we are really beginning to open
new avenues of opportunity,  both on a product development
perspective as well as a market learnings front, all of which is driven by
the data accumulated through the IoT solution. The most important
aspect of the collaboration is that it is focused on driving solutions from
South Africa out into Africa and the wider world – and that excites us
greatly. It really is a collaboration built on the spirit of Ubuntu.

What does this mean for customers?

Through Digital Twin’s cloud-based portal and technology, asset
owners can now, from anywhere, at any time, interact remotely with
their assets. They will have the ability for example to confirm a unit’s
location, turn lights on and off, adjust the temperature or change the
ECO management strategy. 
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They will also be able to monitor the unit’s refrigeration system’s
condition and react proactively before time, if the need arises, to send
out technicians. This drastically reduces emergency call out costs when
a unit goes down.

Can you elaborate further?

Customers can also set up notifications via alarms on their phone, to
warn if the condensers are showing signs of getting blocked, for
example. An alarm is sent, and remedial action can be taken. Real time
actions such as this also stop the unit drawing too much electricity, so
there is an environment spin off as well as a TCO saving.

How does it impact on asset management?

The benefits of this new solution are believed to be multiple and
address key pillars for asset owners. These include raw asset
management, i.e., the console shows at any time where assets are, key
indicator diagnosis to see the condition they are in for timeous
reaction; easier maintenance; and lastly, as a sales driver. The device
gives the ability to monitor key sales indicators like door opening,
product temperatures, etc; and the ability to compare this information
with other assets in the fleet nearby. This enables companies to
maximise asset placement locations and ultimately product sales.

How innovative can refrigeration go in the future?

The science of the refrigeration system is defined by the laws of
thermodynamics, so innovation in that aspect is quite well defined.
However, how you power your refrigeration system as well as its
insulation properties and materials used in its construction, are areas
that are constantly evolving. Staycold prides itself at being at the
forefront of innovation, but we always have to balance up the
practicalities of any changes, with questions such as suitability, cost
impact, and market acceptance. A refrigeration system’s source of
power is a key focus across the board, and there are a lot of
opportunities 
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Why supporting local manufacturers
could impact your bottom line

Many of us know and have a gut feel that we should support and buy
local – local brands from local companies that are procured from local
manufacturers or local farmers. The reality and practicalities of this for
different industries and in particular, our retail industry, is more
complicated. This is true especially when it comes to the economies of
running a store.

So let us dig deeper into this buy local concept. We can start by looking
into one of the least obvious topics, refrigeration. Refrigeration and
lighting account for over 50% of total energy use in the average
supermarket, so this can be a “hot” topic. To buy local or not buy local?
This is the question. Let us also narrow it down further and look only at
the running costs of stand-alone fridges and freezers in your store. Let’s
further drill this down to those that have been given to you by your
supplier’s brands, to house and display their products, i.e., in frozen
foods, flavoured waters, etc. The buy local concept then thus applies to
suppliers. But it applies to the retailer too.

Your monthly electricity costs of refrigeration definitely have to be
bought into consideration. Fridges and freezers that are built to
perform in certain environments, use a certain amount of energy. If for
example your supplier’s fridge is manufactured for a European
environment, then in South Africa’s hotter climate, it may very well
need to use more electricity. This to run harder to cool or freeze what’s
inside to the acceptable temperature. We know a retailer’s
environment is generally air conditioned but if there is an issue or a
breakdown, then the ambient temperature on a hot day will require
the unit to work harder so your customers can pull out an ice-cold
beverage, for example.
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Also, if a manufacturer is from here, then the parts will be readily
available in South Africa. So, if a spare part needs to be ordered, you
won’t need to wait long for a replacement to get the cabinet up and
running again for sales. You might wait though and loose out if the
spare parts need be imported. Lead times are often long when freight
is involved.

The marketplace in South Africa is also well used to a brand and
product made in the same country. So, there will be standardised
available componentry and service technicians familiar with the brand
and easily on hand if needed. A South African manufacturer will also
design the equipment for how it will be used in the environment. So
not just from a performance perspective but also, they will design from
a durability and reliability point of view in the relevant environment.
For example, a unit with infinity edges could be placed in your store to
showcase a new brand of energy drink. If your store is a large Cash ‘n
Carry Store in South Africa, a fork lift could drive into the glass door by
mistake in the narrow and dense isles, breaking it. The store then loses
potential sales, as customers won’t want to buy a warm drink.

All these reasons suggest why retailers and suppliers should always
look to buy local first especially with the bigger picture in mind to
stimulate the home grown economy. This is if the government ensures
that they do everything they possibly can to ensure that local
companies have the ability to be more competitive than imports. With
regards manufacturing refrigeration in South Africa, the steel supply
and implementation of the Africa Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA)
has a huge impact on these variables.

Buying locally makes sense and we should all encourage it as it could
definitely affect a retailer’s bottom line, but positively.
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Why looking after your refrigeration
assets is important

For most retailers, refrigeration is an essential part of their equipment
base. This includes remote units as well as self-contained units with the
role of keeping essential products cold or frozen. This is especially true
in Africa where the demands on refrigeration are compounded
compared to more temperate/cooler climates. The cost of this
equipment is understandably large, so caring for and ensuring well
looked after refrigeration equipment is a very prudent exercise for any
retailer.

The cost of refrigeration does not stop at the CAPEX spend and items
such as general maintenance, servicing and electricity costs, i.e., OPEX,
should not be ignored or kicked down the road with the aim of getting
a “bargain” at the CAPEX stage. There are a number of specification
checks that should be performed when selecting the equipment. These
include considering specifications that will increase its longevity and
durability over its lifespan; its suitability to the environment into which it
is being placed (can it work in high ambient temperatures) as well as
features that decreases the impact of the electricity and maintenance
costs to keep it working effectively.

Ensuring lifespan

The thought process should naturally move on to considering what you
can do after procuring your equipment, that will further reduce the
impact of that equipment on your operational overheads:
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Ensure the equipment is installed correctly. Attention should be
paid to ensuring adequate air flow to the condensing units and
leveling/lining up of cabinets. Ensuring the positioning of shelves is
such that adequate air flow internally can flow around the product.
We at Staycold have produced YouTube videos for the trade on
various “How To” questions such as this.
Regular housekeeping tasks. These tasks keep the units looking 
 good, functioning at their best and ensure shoppers are impressed
at the cleanliness and the coldness of what they see and feel. This
can entail:

General cleaning of the cabinet, both inside and outside. Do
not use abrasive cleaning agents or materials and do not leave
water soaking in the unit. Ensure once cleaned, any water is
wiped away and the unit “sparkles.”
While cleaning, cosmetic checks can be done on the unit, i.e.
checking door seals are dirt free, intact and sealing properly;
door handles are working; any globes that may need to be
replaced are; grills are straight; header panels are looking
good and all branding is in check.
Periodically a check of, and if needed, a clean of the condenser
should be performed. Cleaning the condenser, the lungs of a
refrigeration system, helps with energy efficiency and
durability. This is crucial to ensure effective performance of
any unit i.e. it’s running as efficiently as possible. A
dirty/clogged condenser, which often happens is a dusty
environment, will demand more energy consumption to
function as it should. This substantially increases its energy
cost burden and increases wear on the refrigeration
components so they may need to be replaced sooner and
reduces the unit’s overall expectancy.
Ensure the refrigeration equipment is periodically and
professionally serviced, as you would with any other essential
asset in your business, by a qualified service company.

1.

2.

In terms of resources responsible for these functions, the store manager
can look to upskill a general worker to champion the general
refrigeration care in the store. They can ensure training is done firstly on
how to practically clean the equipment, do cosmetic checks and then a
step further on how to check and clean the condensers. Our most
viewed video on YouTube is, How To Clean Your Condenser. The
Refrigeration Care Champion can also ensure servicing is done regularly,
as specified by the manufactures.

The cleaning and servicing intervals should be dictated by the
environment in which the units are located, ie a dustier, high traffic flow
environment will require shorter intervals. A suggestion to manage this 
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effectively is a well-maintained cleaning schedule, that the refrigeration
care champion takes ownership of and updates. They can have a file
which has checklists and specifies daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly
cleaning and servicing tasks. The store manager can consult the
manufacturers guidelines and then sit with the refrigeration care
champion to ensure this file is drawn up for great looking and well-
functioning refrigeration.

Bear in mind most manufactures may require evidence in the event of
any potential warranty claim to ensure that the unit has been used and
maintained in accordance with its design. This file will then be adequate
to present, showing evidence of the cleaning and servicing tasks check
lists, that have and been done and are being planned to be done in the
future.

Cost implications

To bring this closer to the CFO’s table, we can reference the cost of not
caring effectively for your refrigeration. A cooler that for example, uses 4
KW per hour in 24-hour period, will consume in the region of R2,900 of
electricity over a year ($200.00). A reasonable lifespan of a unit would be
in excess of seven years, so that’s +R20 300 per unit ($1 400.00). When
you consider that this cost is more than comparable to the CAPEX cost
of the unit and can also be multiplied over the number of units in the
shop, you are not dealing with a small number.

If a unit is not operating at its optimal condition, with a restricted
condenser for example, that could increase its energy consumption by
as much as 30%. That R20 300 ($1 400) becomes R26 100 ($1 800) and is
R5 800 ($400) less contribution to your profit line. We have not even
considered the cost implications that are likely to happen because of
more frequent breakdowns, as well as leading to unsatisfied customers
if the product inside is not too their liking. So both yours costs could go
up and your sales go down, which could sink your ship.

So, looking after your refrigeration assets is indeed a wise decision. This
prudent mindset which can lead to double digit expense line savings in
an industry where single digit profit margins are the norm, should not
be overlooked or disregarded for a purchase price saving or lack of
ongoing care over its lifespan.
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Leadership lessons in a 
global crisis

There are basic principles to business leadership that are generic, that
people forget. Things that technology can’t replace, like interaction
with clients, suppliers, and colleagues. Leadership is about building
relationships. It is based on business ethics and mutual understanding
and no pandemic can destroy that foundation.

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown, I interacted with our
customers and suppliers. I asked, ‘How are you?’; ‘How are you doing?’;
‘Do you know what strategies you are going to use yet?’ It is that
understanding of their business through the relationships we have
built up over time, that enabled me to do that.

Partnerships

Partnerships are key to business. It is that very professional type of
friendship you develop. It is a trust relationship; as I need to trust my
supplier to enable my customer to trust me. And it is that mutual
contribution to each other’s businesses that has worked out so
beautifully for us for the duration of this global crisis.

We had to look at the impact of the lockdowns on the economy and
ask what we could do to help our clients. It was a terrible mess. The
hospitality, tourism and alcohol industries were hardest hit. So, we
asked ourselves, ‘how can we support our local friends?’
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Strategy

What I find people struggle with, what leaders struggle with, what
companies struggle with, is strategy. This is a global crisis. I am not
embarrassed about still being asked what my strategy is, what my
approach is – the only thing I know, is that I don’t know yet. I’m very
honest. It would be very easy to say this is my strategy… but can it be
executed? Can it grow the business? Does it have impact? What we
needed to start with, was what could be done, realistically. We, as a
manufacturer, sit with massive market challenges, massive supply
chain shortages. You need to be open to know you don’t know yet.
Take the time to plan ahead with what you do know. To be a clever
Alec, is not smart. There is no reference book for this time. Wikipedia
can’t tell you.

But, by being authentic, people connect. People have expectations of
finding companies and consultants that can bring a solution. You need
to work the solution and find the solution. Most of the days during this
time, we had bloody noses, we had bad days. But we also had
exceptional days.
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Empathise: Reach out to your clients and suppliers with empathy first. Ask
them how they are doing?
Listen: Be present and visible. Listen to client and supplier feedback; monitor
your industry; talk to your team. Understand your customer’s challenges.
Trust: Trust the experience. Trust as a team, as a company, each other. It comes
back to authenticity and the foundation of your relationships.
Offer solutions: Offer your clients in the hardest hit industries a solution –
whether it is stock on consignment or favourable payment terms. Be
understanding, supportive and give them practical options.
Find calm: Take each day as they come, try read up about what you don’t
know. Try navigate to calmer waters.

LEADERSHIP LESSONS

Lena le Roux’s key leadership lessons during a crisis:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

by Lena le Roux, Managing Director, 
Staycold International
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Your biggest asset: human capital

Store Manager
Store Refrigeration Champion

Service and Maintenance Providers
Contractor / Equipment Suppliers
Manufacturer

Consideration of the people element of your retail business can be
important food for thought, affecting the success of your retail store.
Another term for human resources (HR) is human capital which makes
sense, as people contribute to a company’s growth. Each stakeholder or
“family member” brings different value adds to the table, and
determines the longevity of your assets. Overlooking them could
potentially negatively affect your profits.

This is taking into account both the internal and external manpower
involved and is categorised below for our “refrigeration family”:

1. In store capability

2. External Partners

In store capability

Let us start at the coal face and work back to the beginning. The in store
capability is where the most amounts of gains can be made in reducing
total cost of ownership (TCO) costs; as well as having great looking
refrigeration. Ensuring that there is a daily/weekly checklist in place that
can identify issues before they become problems, while maintaining the
look and feel of the units is key. 
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How does the unit look? Is it cooling correctly? Is it stocked correctly?
Are any cosmetic parts in need of attention? Have routine housekeeping
tasks been performed? These are all questions that the diligent
refrigeration champion/store manager should be regularly asking of
their refrigeration. Then where identified, issues are either rectified
inhouse, or subcontracted out to another member of the “family” whilst
still retaining control and oversight of the whole picture.

Service and maintenance providers

It is important that this member of the family is reputable, reliable, and
capable. They are the ‘in store families’ first point of call in the case of
breakdowns and should be an essential partner throughout the store’s
life. Be it annual/scheduled services or reactive maintenance call outs; a
good service and maintenance provider will save you money in the long
run and to a certain extent, be equally vested in ensuring the well being
and robustness of your refrigeration equipment.

These companies will very often be able to provide good guidance when
selecting additional equipment when setting up new stores, as they
have day to day experience of products in the field and what their
strengths and weaknesses are.

Contractor and equipment suppliers

It may be favorable to combine this partner with the service and
maintenance provider, as their business model often complements one
another. You should look to entrust your investment capital to
companies that are well established and which also come with
references and a body of work that is tangible to your requirements.
They will be fundamental in guiding you through what is required at an
initial investment level; be responsible for ensuring that your equipment
is installed, commissioned, and running correctly; before signing off on
the work. They may also be able to include within their services an initial
period of maintenance back-up for the equipment supplied.

Manufacturer

Identifying the manufacturer(s) of your equipment is a very important
task as by the time you realise you may have made the wrong selection;
you will have probably already parted with substantial sums of money.
You may then have an asset register of non-suitable machines to
balance off over the foreseeable future. 
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Whilst selecting a single manufacturer for all your requirements may
seem beneficial from an ease of engagement perspective, it may restrict
your ability to get the right product for certain applications (remote vs
self-contained applications, as an example). So, selecting for
competency is an important consideration.

Things such as an established reputation for reliability and durability of
their product; accessibility to service and cosmetic parts; energy
efficiency of the installed unit; and ability of the unit to perform in its
environment, are all key features and characteristics to satisfy as you
review your options. Most manufacturers will take great pleasure in
engaging with you on your requirements; as well as welcoming you for
tours of their facility to view firsthand, where and how the product is
made.

In summary, the refrigeration family can be made up of many different
companies, each bringing a different skill, as well as playing a valuable
role in ensuring the longevity of your assets. The philosophy of longevity
should be at the heart of this ‘family’, to help ensure your success.
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About Staycold 
International
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Staycold is a manufacturer of commercial refrigeration with a global
presence, dedicated to supporting the needs of leading food and
beverage brands. We are specialists in display cooling and freezing. Now
part of the UNI Group, we share a combined turnover of $160m and we
are one of the leading industrial groups within our sector in Africa.

Recognised as an innovator, we have a team approach to working with
our customers so as to ensure that we achieve their goals. Our brand
values encompass technical excellence, class leading refrigeration
performance and leadership in relation to energy saving design.

The business began in 1979 in Parys, South Africa, where our home base
factory is still located. We began manufacturing freezers for the farming
community that could hold product cold with only one hour of
generator power. Back then there was little to no mains electricity
supply to many small holdings and the company’s products gained a
reputation for “staying cold” for the other 23 hours and hence the
STAYCOLD name was born.

Once mains power became more prevalent, diversification of our range
was required and we chose to enter the commercial refrigeration space,
specifically beverage coolers. Since then the pioneering principles of
quality, efficiency, performance, reliability, and durability have remained
at our core. We have been running successfully for over forty years.

Contact
Staycold International Pty Ltd. 
1 Kakie Strachan Road,
Parys, South Africa

PO Box 258 
Parys 9585 
South Africa

Tel: +27 (56) 819 8097
www.staycold.co.za
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